INTERNATIONAL FINN ASSOCIATION
2020 ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING

Due to the situation with COVID-19, the AGM will be held online.
It will open on 10 May 2020. Responses and votes can be submitted until 13 May 2020, after which the ‘minutes’ will be communicated.
The agenda is intentionally short to cover the main and urgent business.
If it is possible to hold the Finn Gold Cup in October, a further EGM will be held to complete discussions.

[All papers at finnclass.org]

AGENDA

1. National Class Associations
To publish the list of National Class Associations (NCA) and the Treasurer’s statement of the NCA Representatives’ voting powers based on the IFA dues received.

2. Minutes from the last meeting
To approve the minutes from the 2019 IFA AGM (previously circulated on IFA website, to secretaries)

3. Accounts
To approve the 2019 accounts
To approve the 2020 budget

4. Executive Committee Reports (see links)
the President
the Class Secretary
the Vice-President Sailing
the Vice-President Development
the Vice-President Masters
the Treasurer
the Chairman of the Technical Committee
the Chairman of the Media and Marketing Committee

5. Elections of Members to IFA Committees
To elect the members of the Executive Committee:
The President
The VP Sailing
The VP Development
The Treasurer
To elect the members of the Technical Committee
To elect the members of the Marketing Committee

6. Bids for Major Championships
To receive a bid for the 2021 Finn Gold Cup – Porto
To receive a bid for the 2021 Europeans – Hyeres
To receive a bid for the 2022 Europeans – Kiel (in conjunction with the European Games 2022)

7. Submissions
Changes to Event Manual
To change the format of the major championships to five days/10 races and delete references to medal/final races

Option 1) 5 day racing - 10 races, 1 discard, no medal race
Option 2) 5 days racing - 10 fleet races and medal race after race 10 last day.
Option 3) 5 day racing - 9 fleet races + medal race after race 9 last day
Option 4) Same as now
Option 5) Same as now without loser’s race.

8. AOB/Comments
Opportunity to leave comments, add discussions for later date.